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Understanding Soil Health and 
Watershed Function











healthy topsoil is a 
living matrix,

a carbon-rich sponge
that soaks 

up 
water





Infiltration vs.Runoff & Erosion
in a Rain Simulator

Photo credit Benton James  Madison County Soil Conservation District, Tennessee





Plants 
sip carbon

out of the air,
add water

and sunlight

and turn it into life.
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Soil biology creates 
infrastructure that can provide:

• Abundant clean water, for everyone.
• Pleasant livable temperatures and weather, 

around the world
• Protection from flooding, drought, wildfires
• Nutrient dense food to grow healthy people, 

plants, and animals.
• Strong local economies
• Resilient communities inside and outside 

our bodies, above and below the ground.



Which infrastructure are we 
going to spend our money and 

time repairing?
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Biological Work



Biological Work

“The issue is that—over vast areas of the 
world—the biosphere is not doing 
enough work. With livestock confined, 
and crop monocultures dependent on 
fossil energy to maintain them, too many 
of the animals are in prison, too many of 
the plants are on welfare, and too many 
of the microbes are dead.”

--Peter Donovan, Soil Carbon Coalition Founder





The Biotic Pump
(how landscapes create their 
own climates and gentle rain)



How to make rain, soil, and good weather
• Soil sponge soaks up more rain preventing floods and 

droughts
• Green season lengthens: more transpiration and cooling 

via latent heat fluxes
• Low pressure zones over cooler moister greener 

landscapes pull in moist air from coast
• Hygroscopic aerosols and microbes  released from 

plants act as precipitation nuclei to create rain and snow
• Sponge soaks it in and slowly releases
• More moderate temperatures from soil moisture.
• More moisture in ground, more plants can grow.



The “Anti-Biotic” Pump: 
how humans have created their own deserts
and droughts.



How to make a desert, drought, 
and duststorm

• Human decisions lead to poorly covered or 
deforested soils

• Without adequate plants to feed underground 
life, no sponge created

• Less precipitation nuclei so less rain.
• Storms on coasts, drought in center.
• Rain that does fall not absorbed, and water 

moves sideways.
• Water tables drop, soil moisture decreases
• Green season shortens, less transpiration.



Soil is living tissue, with a 
microbiome, very much like any 

other being.

There are principles to keep it 
healthy





“The soil is naked, hungry, thirsty, and running a fever”
—Ray Archuleta

BEST PRACTICES



What if communities hired 
farmers to restore the living soil 
sponge and the  function of our 

watersheds?



In theory, there is no difference 
between theory and practice. 

In practice, there is.
--Yogi Berra



Can we measure the 
work of other species 
and make it visible?





the data problem



Why not provide people
opportunities

to observe and think about 

whole systems
landscape function

while they upload observations to a 
shared map of data that we can all learn 

from?

www.atlasbiowork.com























Oklahoma: 
The nation’s 
first
soil health 
achievement 
award in 4H







Biological Work can provide 
Preventive Health Care &

Watershed Insurance: 
How much can we save?



Start with a goal, not a 
problem.



• Clean up rivers, streams, lakes
• Protection against chronic disease
• Protection from flood damage, silting, 

erosion
• Prime continental biotic pump to reduce 

megastorms, heat waves, and drought
• Reduction of wildfires
• Longer green growth
• Local food and water security



Who controls
our water and soil?

“That agreement would have to allow this 
investor/community consortium to control 
and manage, in return for  the “rental” and 
taxes on profits, that watershed’s natural 
resources as they are conserved, 
stabilized, and intensified.”



What are we investing in?

Who are the investors 
going to be?



What is holding back regenerative 
agriculture?





www.didipershouse.com
ecologyofcare@gmail.com

http://soilcarboncoalition.org/learn


